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Bryonn Bain: Question #1, Blues pioneers Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie 
Holiday articulated a Black feminist consciousness profoundly at odds with mainstream 
American culture. How does your work further and/or challenge these tradition 

 “Caaaaaaaaat Daddddy!!!” screams the rap group, “The Rejectz,” infectiously repeating 

“Cat Daddy” as the chorus, and accompanied by a dance move with the same name. With 

directions embedded in the song instructing you to “move your arms like you’re wheel chair 

stunt’n,” the moves, most popularly described as “buckling up,” which in practice looks like 

leaning side-to-side while “buckling up your seat beat,” and then proceeded by rowing your arms 

as if you were rolling in a wheelchair. Currently at 22 million views, R&B singer Chris Brown’s 

featured cameo appearance in the song’s video propelled it to viral status with everyone from 

popular singers, models, and even grandmothers showing their best “Cat Daddy” skills. Dance 

battles erupted at parties internationally and across Youtube, with The Ranger$, the most popular 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dq_sGy4H_-k
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Jerk group, calling out Chris Brown garnering over 10 millions views and also calling out Soulja 

Boy to join the battle zone, racking up over 4.5 million views.  

 Dancing in the parking garage of my mother’s apartment building, that my mother still 

resides in the South Central Los Angeles area today, five teenaged Black girls, who call their 

group The Go Go Girl$, challenged the Ranger$, Chris Brown, and Soulja Boy to a “Cat Daddy 

Battle”. Pushing boundaries by making their cat daddy dance skills known, they rejected the 

patriarchal dominance of the street dance community. Nearly three million views, and over seven 

years later, I am astonished and overwhelmed with gratitude to have been witness and archivist 

to young Black feminist consciousness in the making. After meeting these young ladies at a 

video shoot for the Ranger$ for my undergraduate research in the summer of 2009, they enlisted 

my assistance with choreography and establishing them as the best female Jerk crew. My work 

draws from my direct immersion experience in this street dance community from June 2009-June 

2012, during which I met at least bi-weekly with the Ranger$ and Go Go Girl$. For the purpose 

of this paper, my methodological framework includes ethnographic field notes based on my work 

with the Go Go Girl$, as well as autoethnography and my own lived experience as a Black 

feminist and street dance activist as an archive.  I use literary and media analysis to put my work 

into dialogue with theories of Black feminist consciousness and oppositional art practices. I build 

on Alice Walker’s model of “womanism” as a contemporary Black feminist political practice to 

theorize the Black feminist consciousness asserted by the young women whose dances moves 

and rap lyrics I address. I employ a similar methodological structure for my dissertation that also 

includes a documentary aspect to foster greater legibility and a dialogue between my home 

community and academia.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDh_g-bOQsA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtaCShpWPDo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtaCShpWPDo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kr5_KI6D_9E
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 My analytical interpretation centers this moment in my mother’s parking garage as a 

womanist intervention as their caption posted to YouTube states: “We couldn’t let The Rangers, 

Chris Brown, Soulja Boy & all y’all do this without us.” In this paper, I initiate the “Best female 

Jerk crew”, The Go Go Girls$, and the leading Femcees of Jerkin’, the Pink Dollaz, into a 

tradition following Blues pioneers Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie Holiday who 

embody complex statements about sexism and black female sexuality to embody a Black 

feminist consciousness.  

 Using activist and scholar Angela Davis’ Blues Legacies and Black Feminism: Gertrude 

“Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie Holiday (1998) and her articulation of a Black feminist 

consciousness as a theoretical framework, I situate my work on 21st century Black youth dance 

groups, specifically, “female Jerks” and “Jerk Femcees” to further the legacy of Black women 

artists being profoundly at odds with mainstream American culture. Due to the brevity of this 

paper, my examination of Black feminist consciousness will be split into two parts: part one 

provides the historical context that is key to understanding Davis’ use of Black feminist 

consciousness and why it is oppositional to mainstream culture. I also tie historical context to the 

past, present, and future interchangeably creating prisms of the past, present, and future of social 

consciousness as I argue that cultural production creates an open-ended dialogue that transcends 

time, space, and thought. Cultural production performs the future looking backward, with the 

present staring forward and striving toward imagined freedoms. Part two discusses this 

mainstream culture as it relates to my work paying close attention to the intersecting relationship 

between gender, race, and sexuality providing some key moments in my work that pick up on 

Black feminist consciousness tradition. In particular, I position the Pink Dollaz’s hit song, “Dont 
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Need No Nigga” and “Lap Dance” as modern day examples of the political and sexual freedom 

also seen in the Blues. This essay highlights the ways in which Black women used the Blues as a 

subversive tool to tell their stories/theorize, disrupt white supremacist notions of Black 

womanhood, and produce gendered knowledge of Black life and 2) how my own work on the 

intersections of street dance culture and activism is in conversation with Davis's argument about 

radical art being necessary for social transformation. 

I. Historical Context: Prisms of the Past, Present, and Future of Social Consciousness 

“I am most concerned with how these women’s performances appear through the prism of the present, and 
with what these interpretations can tell us about past and present forms of social consciousness” (Davis 1) 

 Angela Davis’ acknowledgement of “the prism of the present,” and how its 

interpretations informs our past and present forms of social consciousness, suggests an 

intersubjectivity, or the shared social experiences of people, across time. Anthropologist 

Johannes Fabian's conception of "intersubjective time,” in Time and the Other (1983), grounds 

our interpretations in an individual's experience, for example, this paper reflects intersubjective 

time informed by my fieldwork and my family. Fabian describes intersubjective time as 

"occurring between two subjects engaging in dialogue while creating a shared presence as 

coevals within the same physical and psychological time” (Fabian 1983: 29). What Davis alluded 

to is the ability for performance to evade time, to seemingly coeval across generations. This 

warping of time and space often created by material and social conditions that produces a sort of 

fight/flight response to adverse conditions to which births cultural expressions such as the Blues 

or dance forms, and creating a social consciousness. Davis brilliantly points out that performance 
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has the “capacity to speak the unspeakable, to convey meanings that differed from and 

sometimes contradicted the particular terms employed to express them”  (Davis 1998: 168).  

 While unpacking the connection and relationship between social consciousness vs. Black 

social consciousness and feminist consciousness vs. Black feminist consciousness, the themes of 

time, space, and the intersectionality of race, class, gender, and sexuality permeates Blues 

Legacies and Black Feminism: Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie Holiday. I read 

Angela Davis’ Blues Legacies for the first time in Robin DG Kelley’s undergraduate course, 

“Jazz and the Political Imagination” in Spring 2008 at the University of Southern California. 

This was during the wake of “Obama Fever,” referring to the heightened interest in politics as the 

first African American presidential candidate Barack Obama gained popularity. Ten years later, 

in preparation for my PhD written exams, I decided to do double duty by concurrently reviewing 

the text, upon the request of Bryonn Bain, and also using it as a homeschool lesson for my son, 

Seijani, during Women’s History Month. During this historical moment of the popularity of the 

#metoo movement, an international movement decrying sexual assault and sexual harassment 

founded by Black feminist activist Tarana Burke, and popularized by white feminist actresses, 

such as Alyssa Milano and Rose McGowan, bringing light to sexual misconduct in the 

workplace, in particular the entertainment industry. s. Our current political context brought 

fruitful connections forth as I taught my son the difference between Feminism and Womanism 

and gave credit to the Black woman, Tarana Burke, that laid the foundation for the #metoo 

movement. In this section I use the conversation with my son to provide historical context to 

Black feminist consciousness. 
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 Noted novelist, poet, and activist, Alice Walker describes a womanist as a “black feminist 

or feminist of color” (Walker 1984: xi) in her pivotal collection of essays In Search of Our 

Mothers' Gardens: Womanist Prose (1984). I quote her foundational definition at length:  

WOMANIST 
1. From womanish.  (Opp. of “girlish,” i.e. frivolous, irresponsible, not serious.)  A black feminist or feminist of color.  From the black folk 
expression of mothers to female children, “you acting womanish,” i.e., like a woman.  Usually referring to outrageous, audacious, courageous or 
willful behavior.  Wanting to know more and in greater depth than is considered “good” for one.  Interested in grown up doings.  Acting grown 
up.  Being grown up.  Interchangeable with another black folk expression: “You trying to be grown.”  Responsible.  In charge. Serious. 
2. Also: A woman who loves other women, sexually and/or nonsexually.  Appreciates and prefers women’s culture, women’s emotional flexibility 
(values tears as natural counterbalance of laughter), and women’s strength.  Sometimes loves individual men, sexually and/or nonsexually.  
Committed to survival and wholeness of entire people, male and female.  Not a separatist, except periodically, for health.  Traditionally a 
universalist, as in: “Mama, why are we brown, pink, and yellow, and our cousins are white, beige and black?” Ans. “Well, you know the colored 
race is just like a flower garden, with every color flower represented.”  Traditionally capable, as in: “Mama, I’m walking to Canada and I’m 
taking you and a bunch of other slaves with me.” Reply: “It wouldn’t be the first time.” 
3. Loves music.  Loves dance.  Loves the moon. Loves the Spirit. Loves love and food and roundness.  Loves struggle. Loves the Folk.  Loves 
herself. Regardless. 
4. Womanist is to feminist as purple is to lavender. 

 Using Alice Walker’s brilliant analogy: “Feminism is to lavender as Womanism is to 

purple”. Seijani copies the sentence in his composition journal and then provides an illustration 

at the top of the page. He then discusses, “So. Feminism is a shade of Womanism in the color 

wheel, just so we can be more specific. Like your favorite color is Tiffany Blue, right Mommy? It 

isn’t green, or blue. It is Tiffany Blue”. This conversation with my seven year old son helped me 

to also explain to him the Combahee River Collective’s (1977) mission statement published 

decades prior to Blues Legacies, which informs much of what Davis describes as Black feminist 

consciousness. I then had to explain the differences between economic classes. He grew 

increasingly interested in the transitions between these classes and how the working poor, moved 

into middle class, and the possibility of becoming wealthy. Groundbreaking Black feminists, the 

Combahee River Collective states: 

“We are actively committed to struggling against racial, sexual, heterosexual, and class oppression, and see as our particular task the 
development of integrated analysis and practice based upon the fact that the major systems of oppression are interlocking. The 
synthesis of these oppressions creates the conditions of our lives. As Black women we see Black feminism as the logical political 
movement to combat the manifold and simultaneous oppressions that all women of color face.” 
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This became his lesson on intersectionality, a theory coined by legal scholar Kimberle Crenshaw, 

in her article “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality,. Identity Politics, and Violence 

Against. Women of Color” (1989), Crenshaw states: 

“In an earlier article, I used the concept of intersectionality to denote the various ways in which race and gender interact 
to shape the multiple dimensions of Black1 women's employment experiences (Crenshaw 1989,p. 139). My objective 
there was to illustrate that many of the experiences Black women face are not subsumed within the traditional boundaries 
of race or gender discrimination as these boundaries are currently understood, and that the intersection of racism and 
sexism factors into Black women's lives in ways that cannot be captured wholly by looking at the women race or gender 
dimensions of those experiences separately. I build on those observations here by exploring the various ways in which 
race and gender intersect in shaping structural and political aspects of violence against women of color.” 

Further, Crenshaw explains, “The failure of feminism to interrogate race means that the 

resistance strategies of feminism will often replicate and reinforce the subordination of people of 

color, and the failure of antiracism to interrogate patriarchy means that antiracism will frequently 

reproduce the subordination of women” (Crenshaw 1989: 1252). Similarly, providing a key 

intervention to the gap in white feminism, Alice Walker’s womanism included “women who also 

have concern, in a culture that oppresses all black people (and this would go back very far), for 

their fathers, brothers, and sons, no matter how we feel about them as males” (Walker 1984: 81).  

 In another important book by Angela Davis, Women Class and Race (1981), Davis 

provides key historical context to help us understand the need for Black feminism as opposed to 

feminism as she explains the major issue was the “impending enfranchisement of Black men—

and whether the advocates of women’s rights were willing to support Black suffrage even if 

women were unable to achieve the vote simultaneously” (Davis 1981: 72). In 1892, feminist 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton had “grown disillusioned about the ballot’s potential power to liberate 

women” and "ceded the presidency of the National American Woman Suffrage Association to her 

colleague Susan B. Anthony” (Davis 1981: 115). Many white feminists believed emancipation 

“rendered Black people “equal” to white women, and the vote would render Black men superior, 

and therefore absolutely opposed to Black male suffrage” (Davis 1981: 73). Davis writes, “In 
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passing the 1893 resolution, the suffragists might as well have announced that if they, as white 

women of the middle classes and bourgeoisie, were given the power of the vote, they would 

rapidly subdue the three main elements of the U.S. working class: Black people, immigrants and 

the uneducated native white workers (Davis 1981: 69).” 

 After our lesson on feminism and the intersectionality of race, class, gender, and 

sexuality, Seijani declared himself to be a Black feminist and then brilliantly asked a question 

about race and class as it relates to space. He says: “Mom, we must live in a good neighborhood. 

We have Ralph’s, Vons, Whole Foods, AND TWO Trader Joes right here… My dad says that 

means we live in a good, safe neighborhood. He lives in Compton and he says neighborhoods 

where there are a lot of Black and Brown people usually only have Food 4 Less or even no 

grocery store sometimes. Are we moving from poor like my grandmother, to middle class? Are 

you trying to be wealthy when you become a Professor?” We unpacked what it means for our 

family to have a low-income or “poor” background, and why Black and Brown folks do not to 

have access to food. He concluded, “Grocery stores are racist”. This led to a conversation on 

sexism, which he then says, “It is like how you have to do all the work and take me to the 

doctors and my autism appointments, but my dad just gets to have fun with me when he is not 

working. That is not fair.” Shocked, I laughed, and did not disagree, but suggested he should 

never repeat that to his father. My son spoke to something far beyond what I felt he was able to 

understand at such a young age, the complexities of race, and class, but also my gender and the 

normative gendered hierarchies evidenced by the different parenting roles that his father and I 

take on. He also acknowledged that although I am almost a PhD, his dad’s life in the working 

class is often “easier” because I am a woman that “has to do all of the hard work”.  
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 I often feel like I am singing the Blues, but instead I dance my responses to my often 

fraught material conditions. My personal example of the gender roles and sexism inherent in my 

parenting responsibilities shows that the social conditions faced by Blues women continue today, 

and pervade the lives of many of us that are female street dancers. As I write this exam I asked 

my son’s father to share parenting responsibilities with my mother. He picked him up but after 

realizing he had to take him to occupational therapy and his math and reading tutor, he told me 

he had to drop him back off and he says, “Well I wish I never would have came and got him 

then.” My son’s theorizations of the quotidian expression of feminist consciousness that Davis 

highlights in her book reflects what she found in her examinations of these Blues legacies, “a 

historical feminist consciousness that reflected the lives of working class Black 

communities” (Davis xv) Like the Blues, my son “challenged the notion that women’s “place” 

was in the domestic sphere” . (Davis 11). Davis described Blues artists such as Bessie Smith as 

beginning an “oppositional attitude toward patriarchal ideology” (Davis 18). The homeschool 

lessons I teach my son actively teaches him an oppositional attitude toward patriarchal ideology. 

He also sees the ways I use dance as a form of resistance against white supremacist, partiarchal 

norms. He attends and assists with my street dance activism workshops, you can even see him 

dancing around at the very first intervention at the LAPD Headquarters at only five years old. 

 Scholarship on the Blues paves a way to discuss current cultural production as resistance. 

Further, using theorist Clyde Wood’s Development Arrested: The Blues and Plantation Power in 

the Mississippi Delta (1998), garnering from the use of the Blues as historical context, we can 

locate a history of storytelling through music that predates our current hip-hop and street dance 

generation. Woods theorizes the Blues as an epistemology and theory of Black aesthetics. He 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDeFXrzDyu8
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points out that Dr. Martin Luther King recognized that the Civil Rights movement would remain 

hollow if it failed to address the topics explored in the Blues. Woods eloquently writes, “During 

the last three hundred years, the African American working class has daily constructed their 

vision of a non-oppressive society through a variety of cultural practices, institution building 

activities, and social movement” (Woods 1998: 39). 

 Similarly, Robin Kelley reminds us of the use of art and culture as a material force in 

Freedom Dreams. Often considered the product of social movements, Kelley’s study of the Black 

radical imagination, insists that we consider the ways in which cultural work is often the engine 

of social movements. Artists reflect their times. Even in their silences or what traditional theory 

has classified as apolitical or non-political stances, they are performing perhaps the strongest 

political work. Davis suggests Rainey and Smith’s songs could be interpreted as “historical 

preparation for political protest” and “articulate a consciousness that takes into account social 

conditions of class exploitation, racism, and male dominance as seen through the lenses of the 

complex emotional responses of black female subjects” (Davis 119). This preparation for 

political protest speaks to feminist scholar Patricia Hill Collins’ foundational work Black 

Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment (1990), and her 

understanding of subjugated knowledges which she defined as “the secret knowledges generated 

by oppressed groups. Such knowledge typically remains hidden because revealing it weakens its 

purpose of assisting them in dealing with oppression. Subjugated knowledges that aim to resist 

oppression constitute oppositional knowledges” (Collins 1990: 301). 

 Drawing from the Martinique poet and radical thinker Aime Cesaire, in Robin DG 

Kelley’s Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination he refers to “poetic knowledge,” as 
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“that imagination, that effort to see the future in the present” (Kelley 2002: 9). Perhaps better, an 

artist's duty is to study and struggle. Nina Simone famously remarked, “An artist’s duty is to 

reflect the times”. Thinking of Nina Simone, and her powerful rendition of “Strange Fruit” 

brings me back to Davis’ analysis of Billie Holiday and “Strange Fruit” to expound on the legacy 

of creating death and difference out of the blood and bodies of Black people to which artists 

struggle against through their artistic interventions. Although “Strange Fruit” was written by a 

Jewish man, Abel Meeropol, it was most notably performed by Billie Holiday and Nina Simone.  

As Robin DG Kelley pointed out in one of his lectures on Billie Holiday in our “Jazz and 

the Political Imagination” course, it is key to note the historical setting of “Strange Fruit,” an 

early version recorded in 1939 during the height of the anti-lynching campaigns and then the last 

version recorded months before she died in 1959 in London, in the context of Emmett Till. Even 

if Holiday was not intentionally entering into politics, she was influenced by the national, Black 

led, freedom movement, not just in the South, but all over country. The year of her 1959 

recording several black men died at the hands of police in American cities, and it still continues 

today. Kelley also connected the historical moment that NAACP leader Robert Williams made 

headlines for organizing armed self defense against the Klan. Thinking through our discussions 

of the prism of the present, armed self defense might seem to be a needed possibility for 2018 as 

“white nationalist” or KKK rallies pop up across the U.S. Kelley pointed out in lecture, whether 

or not Holiday knew or cared is not the point: it has to do with how the world listens, and 

through what filters. 

 The lyrics depicting “strange fruit” to signify the lynching of Black Americans during the 

Jim Crow Era visualizes Black bodies swinging from trees and swaying in the wind, as their fruit 
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were consumed by crows or decayed in the blazing sun as would rotten crops. This positioning 

of Black bodies as fruit also can be analyzed literally to the transatlantic slave trade when their 

physical bodies were sold as crops. The shocking lyrics, “Blood on the leaves and blood at the 

roots”, both as a literal acknowledgment of the blood spilt of those lynched, but also the blood of 

white supremacy at the root of the problem, giving life to this white supremacist, patriarchal, 

capitalistic system. 

Both Billie Holiday and Nina Simone challenged the white supremacist, patriarchal, 

capitalistic system. Holiday, self-identified as a “race woman”, with the overwhelming 

popularity of “Strange Fruit” would support that identification, but it was actually her 

contributions to the shift of ways of thinking about Black female sexuality and the lived realities 

of Black women that I am interested in. Perhaps her most powerful chapter, “When a Woman 

Loves A Man: Social Implications of Billie Holiday’s Love Songs”, Angela Davis highlights 

Billie Holiday’s approach to love songs showing the importance of the blues tradition showing 

the “intimate connection between love, sexuality, individuality and freedom” (Davis 1998: 162). 

Davis writes, “Although formal blues played a minimal role in Billie Holiday’s repertoire, her 

music, deeply rooted in the blues tradition, recalled and transformed this cultural product of 

former slaves and used it to powerfully contest and transform prevailing popular song 

culture” (Davis 1998: 161). Davis celebrates Holiday’s “simultaneous ability to confirm and 

subvert racist and sexist representations of women in love” (Davis 164). Davis identifies Billie 

Holiday’s songs as a precursor to radical transformations, stating “we remain moved by her 

songs because we experience in them the anticipated, inchoate presence of a vantage point later 
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produced and systemically elaborated by social movements that would insist upon historical 

transformations of gender, race, and class relations” (Davis 1998: 180).  

It is interesting to note, Robin Kelley points out in lecture that though gossip plagued 

Holiday’s private life with stories of drug addiction and alcoholism, Holiday’s arrests also reflect 

the particular kinds of policing that Black women involved in “urban nightlife” endured. Kelley 

explained that Black women unescorted, even in the 1940s, were often presumed to be 

prostitutes and hassled by the police. This policing of women’s bodies in spaces had previously 

sparked the NYC Race riot of 1900. Additionally, the death of Holiday’s father, jazz guitarist 

Clarence Holiday spoke to the problem of mainstream American culture, a World War I veteran 

injured in combat by poisonous gas, died in the Jim Crow section of the Veteran’s hospital due to 

unequal access to medical care due to segregation. Davis ties this into Holiday’s politicization as 

she states, “According to Holiday, the anti-lynching theme of “Strange Fruit” resonated with her 

own anger about her father’s death and with her desire to protest the racism that had killed 

him” (Davis 1998: 187). 

Davis points to Michele Wallace’s point that Lady Day’s love songs revealed  “existential 

truths” about the lives of Black women even if lyrics such as “My Man” were frequently viewed 

as female masochism . Davis points out “her genius was to give life experiences an aesthetic 

form that recast them as windows through which other women could peer critically at their own 

lives” (Davis 1998: 179).  Davis insists that one must listen to HOW she sings, that it is not a 

song of victimization as much as a moving description of a reality many women are faced with, a 

dilemma that speaks to the always potential for abuse in romantic relationships since they are 

still based on patriarchal authority and male dominance. (Davis 1998: 177) 
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“I don’t know why I should 
He isn’t true, he beats me too 
Oh my man, I love him so 
He’ll never know 
All my life is just despair 
But I don’t care 
When he takes me in his arms 
The world is bright, all right” 

Synthesizing Blues Legacies and Black Feminism, now a full decade later, amplifies the 

impact and how it greatly shaped the way I positioned my own relationship to art. I found most 

fruitful for my own understandings of the capacity of art is Davis’ discussion of Herbert Marcuse 

notion of the “aesthetic dimension” of art, in which he suggests “the political potential of art lies 

in its own aesthetic dimension”. Kelley explained further that Marcuse’s “aesthetic dimension” 

argues that “the radical qualities of art lie in the dimension where it is able to transcend social 

reality and the discourse of its times”. In my work, I understood art to create a different reality 

which enables us with the ability to subvert our current reality. As Robin Kelley shifted my 

understanding of my own work I remember him saying that art “can speak to a reality that has 

been suppressed or silenced, or one that has yet to be created". 

II. Jerk Females “Don’t Need No Nigga” Continuing the Black Feminist 
Consciousness  

For this section, I trace the continuation of Black feminist consciousness as I explore the 

politics of gender in the male-dominated world of Jerkin’. I examine the power relations between 

male and female Jerks providing a critical analysis of the lyrics of the leading Femcees of 

Jerkin’, the Pink Dollaz and will center female Jerkin’ crew affiliated with the Ranger$, the Go 

Go Girl$, as a womanist intervention combats the imbalance of power and exclusion of women 

in Jerkin’, objectification, and being treated as accessories needed to gyrate upon during 

functions. This unequal access of power is not necessarily stemming from misogyny, but more of 
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an identification with Black masculinity and misogyny linked to hip hop lyrics. The Pink Dollaz, 

the most popular Jerk Femcees rap about oral sex, lap dances, and getting their own money. They 

identify oppression and its complexity as well as analyze intersectionality. Like Blues women, 

Jerk Femcees embody the woman’s triple consciousness, their lyrics can be viewed as a critique 

of distinctive systems of oppression that is developed through hegemonic power structures. The 

intersectionality of race, class, gender, sexuality (exploitation, media, hip-hop: reclaiming their 

own bodies and sexuality). They go against the role that society brands for them and break the 

barriers of marginalization. The racist institutional legacy of Slavery historically denied Black 

women ideological and physical control of their own bodies. The Jerk females take their control 

back as they are seen as sexual, but by their own accord, with their female eroticism turning 

sexism on its head. My work situates Pink Dollaz and female Jerks as contemporary 

embodiments of Black radical womanism.  

Similar to women in the Blues, Pink Dollaz are no strangers to asserting female desire 

and “affirmations of sexual autonomy and open expressions of female sexual desire give 

historical voice to possibilities of equality not articulated elsewhere” (Davis 1998: 24). Gertrude 

Rainey paved the way for Jerk femcees to openly discuss homosexuality with songs like “Prove 

it on Me Blues”, as a “powerful statement of lesbian defiance and self-worth” (Davis 1998: 40). 

Although its is not as controversial after “Ma” set the precedent as a precursor for the lesbian 

movement of the 1970s, Nilla of the Pink Dollaz raps “I even go both ways.” As Patricia Hill 

Collins theorizes, “By portraying African American women as self-defined, self-reliant 

individuals confronting race, gender, and class oppression, Afrocentric feminist thought speaks 

to the importance that oppression, Afrocentric feminist thought speaks to the importance that 
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knowledge plays in empowering oppressed people” (Collins 1990: 221). Davis cites Patricia Hill 

Collins in Blues Legacy, Collins writes: 

 “This dialectic of oppression and activism, the tension between the suppression of African-
American women’s ideas and our intellectual activism in the face of that suppression, constitutes the 
politics of U.S. Black feminist thought. More important, understanding this dialectical relationship is 
critical in assessing how U.S. Black feminist thought—its core themes, epistemological significance, and 
connections to domestic and transnational Black feminist practice—is fundamentally embedded in a 
political context that has challenged its very right to exist.” (Collins 6). 

Jerk females assert their right to exist in male dominated communities of Jerkin’ and in 

American society and be self-defined and self-reliant. An example of their self-reliance can be 

seen in the lyrics of Pink Dollaz” “Dont Need No Nigga” which is reminiscent of Gertrude “Ma” 

Rainey’s spoken introduction to “Gone Daddy Blues”, a song about a women who similarly 

didn’t need no nigga, even her husband, and leaves him for another man. Similarly, Bessie 

Smith’s work and Pink Dollaz speaks to a self-confidence that does not depend on a man, in fact, 

there is an abundance of men. 

Bessie Smith’s “Gone Daddy Blues” 
“I aint no high yella, I’m a deep killer brown 
I aint gonna marry, aint gon’ settle down 
I’m gon’ drink good moonshine and run these browns down 
See that longsome road, Lord, you know it’s gotta end 
And I’m a good woman and I can get plenty men 

Pink Dollaz’s “Lap Dance”: 
“So you wanna lap dance, y’all put in work! 
So you wanna lap dance, y’all make it hurt! 
So you wanna lap dance, y’all make it jerk! 
So you wanna lap dance, take off yo shirt! 

The Pink Dollar boast of female domination of men, CeCe, 17 at the time of the interview 
asserts, “If you read the lyrics to lap dance we are controlling the man, if you want a lap dance 
then you have to take off your shirt. If females came harder than the boys they’d be more 
respected. We cant come. As hard as the boys, we have to come harder”. They urge black women 
to take back their bodies and their hit song “Tasty” conveys sexual expression, which equals 
freedom of expression. “Spit spit on the clit then suck on it I’ma arch my back, how it taste like 
that? Wet cum drips all down your face, swallow my shit get one more taste {I’m tasty} CeCe 
also explains that the lyrics in “I’m Tasty” are about female pleasure because it says “I AM 
TASTY” not that I am going to be doing anything to you. Like Bessie Smith, Pink Dollaz also 
challenges gender politics, male dominance and  “bourgeois, patriarchal institution of 
marriage” (Davis 1998: 17). 
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Pink Dollaz’ “I’m Tasty” 
“Thick bitch and she answer to mocha my pussy stay wet and its tighter  
than a choker its real good nigga i you wanna taste lay on ya back while i cum in 
yo face What the fuck i look like turning down some head, nigga tell me where 
you want it on the floor or the bed? 
Bust one nut i ain't done i got more to cum pussy so good and it taste like a 
hunny bun" 

Pink Dollaz’ “Ball Game” in the tune of “Take me out to the ball game” singing:  
“Take me out to the ball game.  
Take me out to the mall 
Buy me some diamonds and Gucci bags 
If you dont, I’ll never come back…”  

In a “Hearty” magazine article, journalist Mish Way writes, “Some might write-off this 

sexual chitter-chatter as trite or unnecessarily explicit, but that would be missing the point 

because beneath the initial shock value, Pink Dollaz are re-claiming female sexuality. At a time 

where most young girls in North America are being told to shut their legs, shut up and denied 

access to the resources to develop a healthy sexuality, Pink Dollar calls attention to the reality of 

female sexual pleasure.” Jerk females revolutionized their male dominated crafts and exhibit 

high levels of self-worth. Lauren “Lolo” Butler states,  

“I’ve learned that individuality and high self worth can go a long way. I’ve learned to believe in my talents despite what the 
haters say, because they just want you to be ‘normal’ like everyone else. I’ve learned that as a female I can make just as big 
an impact, if not bigger, as a guy can. Just by taking a chance and doing things that other females think about but don’t 
have enough confidence to do, I opened doors for other little girls to follow. But most of all I learned that my individual 
gifts are what make me unique and that I shouldn’t be afraid to show them off. I know that my experience in the Jerkin 
movement is what got me into UC Berkeley for the simple fact that it isn’t common, it’s different, it’s unique. The 
movement has made me more aware of the troubles of society and what I can do to help. Dance as an alternative to gangs 
and a life of crime saves lives. But Jerkin isn’t just a dance, it is a lifestyle. Everyone wants to belong to something and feel 
appreciated, and that is what the movement did. It is a common ground that youth from all walks of life can connect on. It 
was fun and a way for me to get away from my problems. We uplift each other, not beat each other down. We have healthy 
competition and battles, but at the end of the day everyone is a Jerk. We all are family.” (Lauren “Lolo” Butler) 
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!  
Lauren “Lolo” Butler doing a Jerk move while jumping off a car 

 Lauren speaks to the material conditions that prompt youth to perform or engage in 

performative acts. She presents the black body as a conduit for pleasure and education. The black 

body arousing pleasure is an anti-hegemonic stance in itself. Black performativity used as a 

constructive tool used to empower and uplift rather than reducing ‘blackness’ to ‘expressions of 

pathology’ or ‘creating coping mechanisms’.. Black performativity is multi-dimensional in its 

facets in providing varying sites of dispersion for black pedagogy, subjectivity, and several 

modes of resistance. The GoGo Girl$ follow in the dance steps of my comrade Marquisa “Miss 

Prissy” Gardner who helped to create Krumping and make it an international phenomenon 

starring in “Rize” a 2005 documentary by David LaChapelle that I make a cameo appearance in. 

Lauren and I discussed our recognition of the centuries of hard work and contributions of Black 

women in various Black social movements, and the dance movements before us. As artists, we 

draw inspiration from Womanist language and ideas, embodying Womanist principles with our 

performance.  
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 As I followed up with Lauren Butler of the Go Go Girl$ eight years after her initial 

statements while writing this paper, she discussed how she was motivated by the Black Lives 

Matter movement—a group centered female led organization that provides an inclusive, open, 

and diverse space that centers the aspirations of Black women. Along the lines of the Combahee 

River Collective, Black Lives Matter recognizes that only once Black women have equality will 

everyone be equal. Lauren has supported my street dance activism workshops with our goal to 

utilize various methods of performance  for radical social transformation. Following Angela 

Davis’ Blues Legacies and Black Feminism: Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie 

Holiday my work on “female Jerks” and “Jerk Femcees” furthers the legacy of Black women 

artists black feminist consciousness profoundly at odds with mainstream American culture. What 

struck me the most about the brilliance of Davis’ work in Blues Legacy was that she dedicated 

part of the project to first-hand transcriptions of entire bodies of work, a whopping 252 songs, as 

an archival resource of Black women were the first to record the Blues, in particular Mamie 

Smith’s version of Perry Bradford’s “Crazy Blues” in 1920 (Davis xii). As inspiration in my 

future publications I would like to include variations of archival resources of the street dance 

community to document their legacy. Below I added the songs and lyrics for the songs 

mentioned in this paper, click on the links and enjoy.  
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APPENDIX: (Click on song titles for links to the songs) 

PINK DOLLAZ’ “DONT NEED NO NIGGA” LYRICS 
[Chorus:]  
Pink Dollaaaaaz I don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me out cash, cash me out don't need no nigga no, 
no cash, cash me out cause I'm a gold digger... I don't need no niggaaaaa, I don't need no niggaaaaa  
 
[Ce Ce]: 
So tired uv you broke niggaz think you got cheese so played out kinda lyke a south pole tee gone skeet 
skeet rememba you didn't know me bout a year ago when you left me lonely Ce Ce with two C's I'm a 
down beat straight rider and c** frum a killer breed straight killin off you jerks straight killin off you 
rodgerz I can bust a backflip cause stuntin is a habit feed a carrot 2 a rabbit wanna be my pet so you 
wanna showcase cause you getz no respect I turn a nigga into aim nd hiz aim into block talking lyke a 
fake boss frum dat point you get dropped got this cold barber [? ] Need why even bother on a date all I do 
is leave um I don't need um all he good for is goose broke em' down for hiz last buck known with nd now 
I'm with da boo Pink Dollaaaaaz!  
 
I don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me out cash, cash me out don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me 
out cause I'm a gold digger... I don't need no niggaaaaa, I don't need no niggaaaaa  
 
(Mocha)  
I don't need no nigga you ain't cashin me out cause I'm a gold digger sick nd tired of deez dudes thynkin 
dey ballin now I'm a pink dolla nod he won't stop callin all in my ear lyke I miss you Mocha drink nd lay 
down piss on lyke cola you dude mean nada I rip ya pockets ya mama's nd ya poppa's If it ain't about 
money it ain't worth my tyme I'm stackin pink dollas while ya'll stackin pink dimes I feed ya'll niggaz up 
nd toss you lyke a habit when I see da money I'm quick to grab it I stay hopin on hiz dick lyke I'm rodger 
rabbit I'm stackin my nd I ain't playin no games I dare any chick to step in my lane nd you'll neva hear me 
say dat I need you lamez  
 
Don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me out cash, cash me out don't need no nigga no, no, cash, cash me 
out cause I'm a gold digger... I don't need no niggaaaaa, I don't need no Nigeria  
 
(Cammy B)  
Do I need em! Nope! Just a waste of tyme I'm sittin in L. A with dat money on my mind deez boyz ain't 
nuttin but a player in da game you can take my dollaz but can't take my fame I get my own dollaz nd I 
buy my own blow but why befoe I don't want dat drug eva since I blew up all deez niggaz tryna wife me 
buy me all deez clothez nd tryna keep me icy blowin up my phone so I blocked um on "Aim" shake me so 
much dey givin me a migraine swimming thru ya mind lyke da ocean yea Cammy B got dat magic potion 
gets none frum me so go get ya magic lotion drop you lyke a lost lil puppy in da open tell ya baby girl "I 
run deez streets" ain't no competition cause I can't be beat  
 
Don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me out cash, cash me out don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me 
out cause I'm a gold digger... I don't need no niggaaaaa, I don't need no niggaaaaa 

[Nilla] 
Rotating my hips you like the way I do it lick my lips sit back don't 
Make a sound Ima put my legs over your la bounce up and down got you 
Moving to my beat oh wait let me take off my shirt I rocks "A Cups" 
You sticking up ready to erupt it was all a dream straight up now you 
A Nilla fiend 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DIZFslDSxMQ
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[Ressie] 
Attention sit back and enjoy chick merry goes round' my body goes tick 
Pop goes the ass Nigga that's fasho I gets down look back and come up 
Real slow you wishing she could the way I dance I feel your jimmy poking 
Out my leggings I-I Ressie do it for ya have you feelin so good have you 
Bustin on ya - 

[Hook] 
So You Want A Lapdance ? 
So You Want A Lapdance ?! 
So You Want A Lapdance ??!! 
So You Want A Lapdance ???!!! 
[Hook] 
So You Want A Lapdance,Yeah I Put In Work 
So You Want A Lapdance,Yeah I Make It Work 
So You Want A Lapdance,Take Off Yo Shirt! 
Uh, Take Off Yo Shirt! 
(uh-uh) 
Take Off Yo Shirt! 
(uh-uh) 
Take Off Yo Shirt! 
(uh-uh) 
Take Off Yo Shirt! 

[Cammy B] 
So you a big guy now ? sit down and dont move me cammy b now let me take you to 
School feel the sensation going down real slow suprise you,huh? thinkin its a 
Strip show watch me do it with no hands and rotate real good its ya best lapdance 
Real G should time to seat on ya lap sticking up like what urn around and bend down 
I got you throwin up yo hood 

[Mocha] 
So I hear daddy want a lapdance I see you already real hard in ya pants tell him 
Grab a chair so I can sit on ya lap turn my back to face you and make my donk clap 
You like the way I move my body from left to right he whispered in my "Mocha come 
With me tonight" he love it when I do it hips up face down got that nigga speechless 
He not making a sound 

Pink Dollaz “Ball Game” 
 
nilla: 
trade me in diamonds and gucci 
boi you couldnt do me 
nilla number 1 player in the basketball game 
got niggas signing checks with my name real cute 
trying like pinky nd the brain. 
cus these niggas make me go insane 
im ya first dime chick 
lemme ride shot gun in the whip 
got a car we kan dip 
3 strikes ooh she missed 
think you bawwm? i left you with a kiss 

mocha: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKFm9i1g_mI
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a gold diggin chick you can call me paris hilton 
money everywhere money falling from the ceilings 
ball game to the mall make a nigga spend millions 
ohh she hott nigga strt catchn feelinz 
right now im in need of establish 
take it to the hoop bring it back like the mavericks 
mocha hott ya she a bad bitxh 
boos cop me out so you know im livin lavish 

chorus: 
he said he like me, ilike gucci 
ball game trips to the mall with his cheeze(x2) 
number 1 playa number 1, number 1 playa 
number 1 playa number 1, number 1 number 1 
pink dollaz in the league.(x2) 

cammy b: 
pink b back with another 1 
we rappin green like a adlib ya we g0 
get it that mean we gettin tht cheeze 
and i call you broke first cus yall munchin on me 
its a ball game when you play by my rules 
i chew you chicks up til im dun with yu 
then, clockwork YePP! onto the next one 
i call the new boo nite fly cuz i check emm 

reese: 
gucci, diamondz and tht candy painted bag 
mac on my lips like a candy painted bag 
murder i wrote, it was me if you ask 
the realest i trash, theze suckaz i pass 
catch me if you can, money in my hand 
hotter then a sunnshine shopping spree wit yur boifrind 
resse taking loo from his first frindz 
no compotion or whuuut? 

(chorus) 

i am star i keep hiz mind drugged like tylenol 
booty swag, keep a appitite, ball like kerri hall 
stand tall and my louie stay 
cc trapped you it was like a booby trap 
red on my tongue on parrole like the feds 
dreaded to the head like like a dreadlock but i glocc 
foolz on me like martiniz on the roccz 
stay swingin on a balla like a favorite sock 

I’m Tasty featuring Pink Dollaz, JHawk Productions 

Can Can I get a lick 
Jhawk Jhawk Jhawk Productions 

(CE CE) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNN_zSp2cUQ
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I stay on my task like a stay with such class im not much a ass but the nigga gimme cash cuz my flava is 
tropical lips is phenomenal little dicks gotta go my swagg is no kinda hoe yea ima cold hearted chick i 
gotta be specially in the streets and shit so fuck you literally and come and eat my shit and cut the chitta 
chat cuz you bet not miss a lick 

(MOCHA) 
Thick bitch and she answer to mocha my pussy stay wet and its tighter than a choker its real good nigga i 
you wanna taste lay on ya back while i cum in yo face 
What the fuck i look like turning down some head, nigga tell me where you want it on the floor or the 
bed? 
Bust one nut i ain't done i got more to cum pussy so good and it taste like a hunny bun 

Pink dollllllaaaazzz 
And we run that shit 

(CAMMY B) 
Ya nigga say im tasty ask can he get a lick put ya tongue down here and make it roll on my clit 
Suck on my shit wit a mouth full of ice roll ya tongue and hit the spot like you was playing with dice 
I tell you what ima let you fuck me open yo mouth but dont get to comfy he say cammy b baby you so 
sweet yea i know next round yea you in for a treat 

(NILLA) 
Just the thought of you fuckin me make you loose your mind instant insanity taste so sweet scream my 
aim nilla so sweet taking ova the game kiss kiss on my sweet pussy lips im tasty wanna toot my shit i 
even go both ways... 
Pussy wetter than a pool bitch 

(REESE) 
Say hoe its reese trick bad brown skin chick all over ya dick cumin on niggas i have no shame no love no 
time for you fuckin lames 
Receiving head from a bitch with a master tounge now kick back and watch the master cum yea im tasty 
on the beat wet jolly rancher rolling down ya knee 

(JJ) 
Its jj better known as a freak tasty lil girl i get money by the week ya nigga gimme head cuz he like it 
bitter sweet put my ass in the air watch him make it go deep pretty ass face wanna kiss these lips choke on 
my clit watch me cum real quick sex unforgettable yea i work miracles... 
Im tasty 
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